A brief review of the existing generalizations of phenomenological model of solid propellants combustion, originally formulated by Ya. B. Zel'dovich in 1942, is presented. The model still remains valid and allows the description of different patterns of solid propellant transient combustion. However, over the years after this formulation was published, several publications appeared in the literature with assumptions that are not justified. Shortcomings of different model options and their limits of applicability are discussed. In fact, in some cases the attempts of model generalization are based on rather strong additional assumptions that lead to narrowing the applicability range of the model.
INTRODUCTION
Studying transient combustion of solid propellants (SP) is of great importance for technical applications and for scientific knowledge. Actually, for providing development of solid rocket motor technology and applications it is necessary to learn how to make correct predictions of transient behavior of the burning rate during ignition and extinction periods as well as to evaluate the stability of steady-state combustion and transition from one combustion regime to another. From the first glance it looks that such predictions can be easily done with contemporary detailed combustion models. However, use of those models implies precise knowledge of numerous physicochemical characteristics of SP which are not available at present. It concerns first of all reliable description of the chemical reactions in the condensed phase and knowing the properties of energetic materials at enhanced temperatures [1] . In addition, there are great difficulties in justification of realistic boundary conditions at the burning surface, especially when analyzing the time dependent combustion regimes. Finally, the mentioned models usually don't allow getting analytical solution and could be solved only numerically.
Therefore, the approximate modeling of transient combustion still preserves its actuality and one of the most popular and widely used approaches is based on so called Zel'dovich-Novozhilov (ZN) phenomenological model of SP transient combustion. It is worthwhile to note that the fundamental Zel'dovich's work [2] , published in 1942, appeared as an actual response to practical demands of solid rocket motor design. The first Russian field missile M8 (commonly called "Katyusha" in early 1940s) employed a sort of double-base propellant, which experienced unstable combustion. The Zel'dovich work gave a start for the further development of approaches in solid combustion modeling and for a long time served a basis for numerous combustion studies in Russia.
The present paper offers a brief review of different models developed within the framework of original phenomenological approach with discussion of the limits of their use. The applicability limits have to be always kept in mind because the original phenomenological model has been initially formulated to describe transient combustion of homogeneous propellants with narrow reaction zone in the condensed phase and fast response of zones in the gas flame. However, experiment and detailed analysis of the problem show that the simplest model has to be employed with strong precautions even in the case of homogeneous but multi-component propellants if their components have different physicochemical properties. It was experimentally revealed in our studies that a fast removal of sufficiently intense external radiant flux results in instantaneous formation of a net of the gas bubbles on the burning surface of homogeneous nitroglycerin powder [3] . Similar behavior is expected at a sharp drop of an ambient pressure. The difficulties of practical use of the approach proposed are discussed in the end of the paper.
FUNDAMENTALS OF APPROACH BY ZEL'DOVICH AND NOVOZHILOV

Basic equations
Developed by Zel'dovich [2] the model of transient combustion of solid propellants is based on the following main assumptions:
• Characteristic thermal relaxation time in the gas phase is much shorter of that in the condensed phase.
• The temperature at the burning surface is constant at given pressure (T s0 = const).
• There are no exothermic chemical reactions in the condensed phase; the burning rate is totally controlled by the reactions in the gas phase.
Based on the first assumption (quasi-stationary gas phase behavior), the key statement has been formulated regarding the dependency of the instantaneous burning rate r b (t) on the current values of pressure P and surface temperature gradient ϕ [2] :
Here ϕ = (∂Τ /∂x) x = o can be determined or calculated either in steady state or in transient conditions. In stationary conditions one has ϕ = r b (T s -T i )/a, where T s and T i are the surface and initial temperatures and r b is the burning rate; a is the thermal diffusivity of the condensed phase.
Since expression (1) is assumed to be true also for steady-state combustion, it is convenient to determine experimental data on r b (ϕ) from the dependency of SP burning rate on initial temperature. The approach where the unknown chemistry of combustion is enclosed in the empirical information has been called the "phenomenological" one. Such approach has certain advantage against theoretical description of very complex physicochemical mechanism of the propellants combustion, which cannot be completely substantiated due to unknown details of physics and chemistry processes in the combustion wave.
Obviously, the last two main assumptions of the model have been made following existed in that time concepts of liquid explosives combustion [4] . Only later, in the book published in 1975, Zel'dovich stated [5] that for known at present propellants the conditions on the burning surface seem to be very different of those assumed in 1942 and concluded that his model could be directly applied only for the very specific (futuristic) compositions.
Attempts to construct models of transient combustion with non-zero dependency of burning surface temperature on initial temperature were undertaken later in [6, 7] with particular assumptions regarding heat release function. Finally, in 1965 Novozhilov proposed [8] an extended version of the phenomenological model, which is now called in the literature as the ZN (Zel'dovich-Novozhilov) approach. This approach is described in details in an excellent book [9] published in 1973.
According to the ZN approach the exothermic chemical reactions may proceed both in the gas and condensed phases. However, a spatial extension of the reaction zone in the condensed phase due to high activation energy of chemical reactions is assumed to be very thin as compared with the preheat layer in a propellant. Therefore, in addition to the assumption of fast response gas phase, it is assumed that the thermal relaxation time of condensed phase reaction zone is much shorter than the relaxation time of the propellant preheat layer. Consequently, the problem of transient combustion is formulated in a simple form, which includes thermal conductivity equation for an inert condensed phase with enclosing "phenomenological" relationship and boundary conditions [9] :
Obviously, the quasi steady gas phase assumption may become invalid at high pressures. In addition, it has to be noted that strictly speaking the values of T s and ϕ must be determined at the "cold" boundary of the reaction zone in condensed phase, as is shown in Fig. 1 . However, in practice the researchers, via following the assumption of vanishing thickness of the reaction zone, neglect this demand and use in calculations the values determined on the geometrical surface of the burning material (at x = 0). The vertical dash line in insertion at Fig. 1 indicates the thickness of the reaction zone in the condensed zone and ϕ = (∂Τ / ∂x) is determined at the reaction zone "cold" end point.
Stability of the steady-state combustion
In his original paper [2] Zel'dovich introduced an additional assumption, which concerned the dependency of the burning rate on initial temperature. He proposed the constant value of the parameter σ p = ∂ lnr b0 (T i ) / ∂T i = const that corresponds to exponential or linear stationary r b0 (T i ) dependency. When analyzing the expression for the first integral of the thermal conductivity equation (2) , it was determined that the function ϕ(T i ) must have a maximum and the burning rate has 2 values at ϕ < ϕ max . The maximum value of the surface temperature gradient is determined by the condition dϕ/dT i = 0. From this condition it can be derived that
and Zel'dovich concluded that it corresponds to the limit of steady-state combustion. It followed from this analysis that decreasing T i leads to increasing the surface temperature gradient and the combustion limit (k = 1) corresponds to the minimum value T i, min = T s0 -1/σ p .
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Critical review of phenomenological models for studying transient combustion of solid propellants A detailed pattern of the loss of combustion stability was not analyzed in [2] . Later, in the analysis of small perturbations made by Novozhilov [8, 9] it was shown that the steady-state combustion wave is stable also at k > 1 provided that the parameter r N = (∂Τ s0 /∂Τ i ) p is greater than the critical value r N * = (k − 1) 2 /(k + 1), r N > r N *. If r N = r N *, the burning rate manifests non-damping oscillating behavior with the frequency of oscillations Ω = k 0.5 /r N . At r N < r N * the oscillations grow in amplitude and, finally, at r N < r N ** = k + 1−2k 0.5 the burning rate perturbations grow exponentially without oscillations in time. Classical combustion stability analysis [9] was further extended in several subsequent works. In particular, it was shown that the presence of the external radiant flux makes the stability domain broader in the case of the opaque propellant, and vice versa [10] .
It is interesting to note that there exist controversial points of view in the literature on the role of initial temperature in loss of combustion stability for double base propellants. The detailed experimental studies of the temperature profiles, performed in Russia in 1960s, showed that the real dependency of the burning rate on surface temperature gradient is exactly opposite to that assumed by Zel'dovich in 1940s: actually the burning rate is higher, when higher the surface temperature gradient [11] . In addition, the initial temperature burning rate dependency was found to be so strong that it occurs, in contradiction with [1] , that k < 1 at low initial temperatures, but k > 1 at high initial temperatures [11, 12] . It followed from these findings that at high ambient temperature one could observe unstable combustion of double base propellants. Only in 1990s reliable proof of the combustion stability loss for double base propellants at high ambient temperatures was found [13] in experiments with dynamic measurement of the propellant recoil force, which is proportional to the square of the regression rate value. It was observed that after fast removal of the radiant flux the self-sustaining combustion of double base catalyzed propellant at atmospheric pressure and ambient temperatures 100-120°C proceeds with regular nondamping oscillations of the burning rate. At lower ambient temperatures, the amplitude of burning rate oscillations after deradiation decreased in time and oscillations became irregular. This observation provided direct evidence of the loss of combustion stability at elevated initial temperatures for double base propellants with strong initial temperature dependency of the burning rate.
The above conclusion is in apparent contradiction with experimental observation of pulsating temperature profiles at low initial temperatures but relatively smooth temperature records at high initial temperatures [11] . This has given in the past the reason for several authors to consider lowering the initial temperature as a cause of loss of the combustion stability [9, 11, 14] . However, visualization of double base propellant combustion at atmospheric pressure shows the existence of macroscopic active reaction spots on the burning surface that becomes most pronounced at low ambient temperatures [15] . Therefore, the pulsations of the temperature profile at these operating conditions are of the local character. In fact, in this particular case the pulsations do characterize a non-uniform (two-dimensional) mode of the surface layer regression but not the loss of the combustion stability in terms of one-dimensional quasi-steady state combustion modeling.
EXTENSION OF THE ZN MODEL TO ACCOUNT FOR DIFFERENT FACTORS 3.1. Accounting the effect of external radiation
The simplest generalization can be made for the problem statement with respect to condensed phase transparency. Radiation absorption is governed by the LambertBeer law and corresponding term is added to the equation of condensed phase thermal conductivity. Then, the solution procedure is performed as described in [9] . In [13, 16, 17 ] the nonsteady-state combustion of transparent SP under the action of radiant flux has been studied theoretically and experimentally. Under real conditions of SP combustion it is difficult to determine a fraction of radiation absorbed on the surface. Nevertheless, such investigations are very important for theoretically simulating transient combustion of SP whose components may have large transparency. For instance, according to [18] , in combustion of tetryl the inherent flame radiation heats up the condensed phase at p > 8 atm for a depth exceeding by 20 times the size of the preheat layer.
Accounting the effect of melting
Taking into account the condensed phase melting is also rather simple. All features of the phenomenological approach for the EM transient combustion [9] should be kept the same but solution of non-stationary equation of thermal conductivity in inert medium, which depends on the parameters referring melting, is changed. The limits of intrinsic stability of self-sustaining combustion for melting EM are calculated in [19] . The account of melting leads to changing the combustion stability domain in coordinates r N ,k depending on the values of melting heat Q m and melting temperature T m : the larger Q m and lower T m , the narrower stability domain.
Accounting the effect of the variability of the parameter RT
In [20] , it is noted that the approach [9] , without additional assumptions, allows one to find not only the mass rate m(t) but also the parameter RT f (T f is the flame temperature) for the products leaving the combustion zone in the unsteady regime if the dependency of this parameter on p and Ti for the steady-state regime is known. For this end the basic problem formulation (2-4) has to be supplemented with the energy balance equation for the gas phase. It was found that on account of non-adiabaticity of flame under pressure oscillations decreases the area of stable combustion domain and the value of selfoscillations frequency of the SP. Note that experimental determination of the parameter T f ( p, T i ) may be even simpler than measurement of T s ( p, T i ) because the parameters of the conditionally final products vary only slightly at a distance several times greater than the thickness of the combustion zones. Thus, less precise measuring instruments can be used. The possible shortage of this scheme could be the necessity of taking into account the finite length of the combustion zone at moderate pressures which does not allow using simplest form of approach [9] .
Accounting the effect of the component accumulation on the burning surface
The physical pattern of model [21] intended for modeling a transient SP combustion with accumulation of component (metal or catalyst) on the surface contains two additional assumptions as compared with [9] . Firstly, the steady-state combustion regime is assumed to exist with accumulating component on the SP surface layer being permanently removed away from the surface. The second assumption regards the dependency of instantaneous burning rate on the current values of the parameters M and P in the form
where M is the mass of accumulated SP component per unit surface. The empirical "stationary" dependencies are considered known
Here α is the total portion of the initial component substance accumulated on the surface. When the characteristic accumulation time t c = M/αm is much longer than the relaxation time of thermal profile in the condensed phase, then within a corresponding range of P the equation of mass balance should be solved instead of the non-stationary equation of thermal conductivity (in accordance with approach [9] )
In this case, the value of α(M, P) is the result of solution with respect to α of the second equation of (6).
Accounting the finite time response of the condensed phase reaction zone
In several papers an attempt was made to take into account the characteristic response time of the reaction zone in the condensed phase. Indeed, for many compositions the experimentally measured temperature profile in the condensed phase noticeably differs from the "classical" one in the form T(x) ∼ exp (− ux/a), probably, due to relatively wide reaction zone in the condensed phase [22] . It has been shown [23] that this effect can be taken into account via introducing the finite magnitude delay time into the model [9] . A comparison has been made with the model allowing analytical solution, in which the heat release is uniformly distributed over subsurface layer of the condensed phase. The method can be applied to the analysis of SP transient combustion when one uses chosen non-stationary experiment to calculate the mentioned delay time for subsequent application in the cases of other (arbitrary) laws of the external stimulus temporal variations.
Within the framework of similar approach an approximate solution to the temperature and concentration of non-reacting substance in the zone of chemical reactions in the condensed phase was found in [24, 25] . Those papers have two shortcomings.
Firstly, they omit one of the parameters determining the solution in the zone of quasistationary processes and correspondingly the value of non-stationary combustion rate. Quasisteady are the processes occurring in the gas phase and in the thin subsurface zone of the condensed phase (−s < x < 0), in which the problem could not be reduced to the heat propagation and to the global reaction with the Arrhenius dependency of its rate W on temperature. It is assumed [24, 25] that the mass burning rate m is the function of three parameters m = m(p, ϕ, β s ), where ϕ and β s are the temperature gradient and the fraction of decomposed condensed phase (the porosity at the surface). This relationship holds only for the reaction running without any change in the substance volume. More realistic is the assumption about gaseous reaction products, escaping from the condensed phase through the system of pores resulting from the consumption of the portion of condensed phase volume by reaction. In this case, the total gas flow through the surface x = −s (8) coincides with the value of m(1 − β s ) only under steady-state conditions, which follows from the equation for β Thus, one should take into account the dependency of the processes in the quasistationary zone not only on the (1 − β s ) value but also on the parameter β g = ρ gs v gs /m, which can not be reduced to (1 − β s ) and is the gas fraction in the total mass flow through the surface x = −s. Non-identity of β g and (1 − β s ) is the main consequence of accounting the effect of finite time response in the condensed phase reaction zone. Taking this into account, one gets
The second shortcoming is incorrect use of the method for estimating the nonstationary burning rate from "stationary" empirical dependencies. The correct application of approach [9] must involve the following logical constructions: the values of ϕ, β s , β g in (9) have to be obtained by solving the non-stationary problem formulated in [26, 27] . Thereafter, one has to derive proper m value from the empirical dependencies, i.e., it is necessary to find the "stationary experiments" in which required values of ϕ, β s , β g could be realized. At chosen pressure now we have the function m = m(ϕ, β s , β g ) instead of m = m(ϕ) as it was in a basic model. Consequently, one has to vary two additional parameters in stationary experiments in order to solve the problem:
The arguments of the function in the right-hand side are the functions of those in the left-hand side derived for the steady-state regime either experimentally or theoretically, as, for example
where the dependencies of m o and T s o on the same parameters are considered known. Parameters λ and c stand for thermal conductivity and specific heat of condensed phase. Actually, the validity of expression (10) takes the equal number of arguments in functions on both sides of equality. Let us assume that one has managed to develop the method for measuring in the steady-state regime the values of β s and β g :
To find m from (10) by using calculated values of ϕ, β s and β g , it is necessary to know the values of the arguments in the right-hand side of (10), which may be determined by solving the system of three equations (10) and (12) with three unknowns T i , var1, var2. If it is assumed that the dependency on β g in (10) is insignificant and the error due to neglecting this parameter in [24, 25] is not large, the two remaining independent equations must correspond to two unknowns: T i and var1. Using of only one unknown T i indicates a silent recognition [24, 25] of the correlation between ϕ and β s and "spoils" the correctness of the problem definition.
It is worth noting the problems, which arise when one tries to solve correctly the problem formulated in [24, 25] . For this end in the "stationary" experiments on measurement of m, T s , β s , β g it is necessary to select various values not only for p and T i but also for two other (arbitrary) parameters var1 and var2. By varying these values either separately or simultaneously or even in combination with T i , one can obtain the values of β s , β g in two-dimensional domain of the range of these parameters. It is difficult to point out variations in SP parameters (composition, technology), which have to be tested under conditions of p = const and ϕ = const to alter β s and not to distort the pattern of phenomena on the surface and change the form of function (10) . Besides, it is impossible to vary β g with β s = const because in the steady-state regime β g + β s = 1. Thus, when taking into account the finite value of the characteristic time of the condensed phase reaction zone and using without modification the logical scheme [9] , one may obtain incorrect results of the analysis.
Accounting the finite response time in the gas phase
Some works [28] [29] [30] [31] were performed to estimate the effect of the heat propagation characteristic time in the gas phase on transient combustion behavior. Its account becomes important at relatively high pressures and high frequencies of gas phase oscillations. The temporal inertia of the gas phase can be estimated by the value of parameter corresponding to the ratio of the characteristic times for temperature profile relaxation in the gas and condensed phases: K = (D gas /a) (ρ gas /ρ cond ) 2 . Here D is the gas diffusivity and a is the condensed phase thermal diffusivity, ρ is the density. The limiting case K = 0 corresponds to the formulation of problem in the form of [9] while the finite K-value corresponds to more realistic conditions. It is shown in [31] that when taking into account the value of K > 0, the calculated burning rate response to the acoustic pressure oscillations becomes higher in value (real part) and even exhibits the second resonance peak.
CORRELATION BETWEEN RUSSIAN AND WESTERN APPROACHES
As is shown in [32] , there is a significant difference in the approaches between the Russian work and that of the US. In the US approach there has been an emphasis on acoustic combustion instability whereas the Russian approach seems to have been broader, applying a fundamental transient combustion approach (i.e. the ZN approach) to a wide variety of applications such as extinguishment, ignition, spontaneous oscillatory combustion, etc. Within the US, different models and theories have been applied to each different type of application.
The early US paper [33] dealing with the combustion instability allowed for a transient gas phase, but subsequent paper [34] made the simplifying assumption of a quasi steady state (QSS) gas phase. Later, Culick reviewed [35] the various models that had been published to that time in the western literature summarizing the various papers into a common format. He concluded that all the models that assumed a quasi steady flame can be reduced to a common numerical form. The form of the response function is [35] :
where the parameters A and B are defined as
Ω is the non-dimensional frequency and λ(Ω) is a complex function of frequency.
In 1971, the first work in the US based on the Russian ZN approach was published [36] . This started the debate about which approach was better or more correct. In the 1973 monograph [9] , Novozhilov recognized that the approaches were identical and that the results should be equivalent. Indeed, the stability boundary presented in [37] coincides with that of the ZN model. However, this was not realized in the West for some time. Several papers were published [38, 39] "comparing" the results of the two methods. They apparently made some error in their interpretation of the two approaches as they calculated significantly different results between the two. Eventually it was realized that the approaches were equivalent [40] .
The Russian work can be related to western work by comparing response function equations. The ZN burning rate to pressure oscillations response can be stated as [9] (14)
Comparing the parameters, within the two models, the following equivalence can be made between the ZN model and western models.
Western notation
Russian notation
Obviously, with δ p = 0 one has n = ν p ; A = k/r N ; and B = 1/k. Then the two approaches are numerically equivalent. Actually, it was experimentally showed [41] that the surface temperature of double base propellant is practically a function of burning rate only (not pressure), allowing to set the parameter δ p to zero in the ZN theory.
It has to be noted that [9, 31] the principal difference in determination of the parameters in expressions (13) and (14) . In (13), those parameters are "fitting" constants derived on the basis of generalization of numerous calculations without clear dependency on the combustion conditions (pressure, initial temperature). Practically, approach (13) allows consideration of only linear effects of pressure on the burning rate. In (14) , all constants have clear physical meaning and can be obtained directly from experiment without making any assumptions about the combustion mechanism. This allows making consideration of nonlinear resonance phenomenon in combustion of SP [42, 43] .
INTRINSIC DIFFICULTIES AND CHALLENGES IN USE OF QUASI-STEADY-STATE APPROACHES
QSS approaches could be used for combustion transient behavior simulation after making the appropriate estimates of thermal relaxation times in condensed and gas phases. It is difficult to do these estimates because we know very little about the fundamental mechanism and kinetics of the condensed phase chemical reactions. This becomes most questionable for propellant formulations with components that melt and decompose at relatively low temperatures.
QSS approaches should be applied in the ranges of parameters where the stationary dependencies r bo (T i ) and r bo (T so ) are reliably determined experimentally or theoretically. Consequently, without special substantiation it is impossible to use these approaches for simulation of transient combustion in extreme burning conditions like ignition and extinction.
When applying the ZN approach for quantitative estimations, one needs knowing precise data on r bo (T i ) and T so (T i ) dependencies and their derivatives σ p and r N where
There exist obvious technical difficulties in obtaining these data. For example, to obtain the value of r N ∼ 0.5 with an accuracy of ∼ 20% the value of T so should be measured with an absolute error of no more than 1-2 K if the initial temperature interval is 10-20 K. These limits are not reachable in real experiments where the accuracy of T so measurement is no better than ∼ 10-20 K [11, 22, 44] . When determining σ p values, it is also difficult to provide accepted accuracy in the cases of weak r bo (T i ) dependencies. When σ p ∼ 10 −2 and ∆T o ∼ 20 K, getting the σ p 10% accuracy requires an accuracy of the r bo measurement ∼ 2%, which is possible but could not be improved significantly. Therefore it is practically impossible to obtain the values of σ p < 10 −2 with accuracy better than 20-40%.
Application of the ZN approach becomes questionable at very low r N parameter values. In accordance with the classical version of the approach [9] , at the boundary of the combustion stability the predicted frequency of burning rate oscillations is Ω ∼1/r N . Therefore, at r N << 1 one has value Ω >> 1 and the assumption of quasi-steadiness of gas phase would not be satisfied. A more detailed analysis of the range of applicability of the ZN approach is presented in [45] .
It has to be underlined that the experiments provide only approximate values of the parameters, which one needs to use for the ZN transient combustion modeling. It is because of the fact that the original problem formulation (2-4) is written in the form where the values of T s and ϕ have to be taken on the "cold" end of the condensed phase reaction zone (look at Fig. 1) . However, the experimental values of T s correspond to the surface location ("hot" end of reaction zone) that leads to hardly estimated errors. Therefore it can be suggested to determine the needed for calculations of transient combustion matching parameters r N and k in specially designed experiments on nonstationary SP combustion.
An example of such an approach can be found in [13] where experimental data on the magnitude of resonant frequencies of the SP oscillatory combustion were used to derive effective values of T so (T i ) and the parameters r N and k. In the case of weakly pronounced resonant response of burning system the regimes with programmed external heating or other precisely characterized transient combustion regimes could be used for experimental determining the matching (fitting) parameters, which one needs to use in calculations by the ZN approach.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The development of modern, fully transient combustion models of SP needs making detailed insight into mechanism of chemical reactions in both the condensed and gas phases as well as getting detailed information on the physical processes occurring in the combustion wave. In particular, the processes of dissolving gaseous decomposition products of solids in sub-surface liquefied layer have to be taken into account. The simple idea [4] of pure energetic liquid boiling at the burning surface has to be extended to multi-component mixture boiling with the presence of chemical reactions. The phase transitions under heating of energetic materials, which are treated at present as instantaneous, have to be described with account of their kinetics. There are known very few examples of proper information, e.g., for phase transition in HMX [46] and in HNIW [47] . The refinement of the combustion wave description is a subject of future researches that will take significant amount of time and labor. Therefore, elaboration and improvement of approximate methods, like phenomenological ZN approach, to describe SP transient combustion has to be continued.
The ZN approach at present becomes more and more sophisticated and flexible allowing combustion description of different classes of SP. In addition to classical homogeneous SP it can be applied to substantially heterogeneous ones. In [48] the quasi one-dimensional model was constructed, in which the time variations in the relationship between the supplies of components into the gas phase are taken into account by varying the cross-section of gaseous jets. Unfortunately, the applicability of phenomenological approach was not discussed in detail and thus cannot be analyzed. The model [48] neglects the time of surface profile rearrangement although the case is considered (model B) where the grain size is of the same order of magnitude as the preheat layer thickness. In [49, 50] the authors take into account a change in the surface profile for the case of coarse-grained compositions. Actually, these models of nonsteadystate combustion may also be considered as phenomenological ones due to use of the ideas of [9] : the simplest process is modeled mathematically (a change in a surface profile), the linear burning rate of separate surface elements is considered the known empirical function of external conditions. In [51] the author took into account an interaction of components through the gas phase and tried to consider approximately the thermal interaction of components in the condensed phase.
The ideas of [9] may also be applied to analysis of erosion nonsteady-state SP combustion (see, e.g., [52, 53] ). It is shown in [53] that the response function of the burning rate of a solid propellant to periodically varying pressure can be affected by the effects of cross-flow gas stream. To solve the problem the dependencies for burning rate and surface temperature are taken in the form r b (t) = r b (T i , p, V g ) and T s (t) = T s (T i , p, V g ), where V g is the velocity of cross-flow gas stream. The steady-state component of V g suppresses the resonance between the pressure and the burning rate. The nonsteady component of V g can substantially increase the magnitude of the burning rate response to pressure oscillations. The absolute value of the response function passes through a maximum when changing the oscillation frequency or erosion ratio (ratio of values of the propellant burning rates under action of tangential gas stream and in quiescent gas). In this case, however, specific limitations have to be introduced for nonhomogeneous propellants. It was shown [54] that SP for which the burning rate is actually independent on the intensity of the gas blowing over the surface in the steadystate regime can display a substantial non-stationary erosion effect due to surface inhomogeneity.
As is already mentioned, the phenomenological approach has to be employed with proper precautions regarding its applicability limits. In particular, this relates to the analysis [55] [56] [57] of self-oscillations of the burning rate when calculating within the instability domain of steady-state regimes. The matter is that the assumption about onedimensionality of the combustion may not be fulfilled under these conditions. In order for the model to be applied, it is required that the oscillations occur and develop synchronously in total over the burning surface. Such synchronism could not be realized in practice. On the contrary, it is easy to get disordering mechanisms. They result in random differences in the oscillation phase between neighboring sites on the burning surface, which produce a non-one-dimensional pattern for the gas outflow above the surface, including reverse flows. In fact, the gas flow of the reaction products, leaving the surface, becomes turbulent with a characteristic pulsation time of the order of magnitude of the heated-layer thickness consumption time. At each moment of time the gas motion above the surface in the given point depends not only on the heat feedback to the condensed phase but also on the velocity of gas outflow from the neighboring surface areas. Thus, to describe self-oscillations of the burning rate, it is necessary to construct a non-one-dimensional combustion model (at present, such models for combustion of homogeneous SP are not available).
Finally, it has to be noted that the experimental study of ignition and combustion transient behavior has to be continued. Previous experimental works on non-stationary combustion had to primarily with registration of only specified parameters or critical events: ignition delay, extinction due to strong disturbance of combustion process, etc. In order to get most reliable knowledge about transient combustion behavior the results of theoretical simulations have to be directly compared with experimental observations of time-dependant behavior of the parameters in the combustion wave: temperature and species concentration distributions, burning rate or combustion recoil magnitude, etc. It has to be also underlined that most relevant information about the magnitude of matched parameters in the phenomenological model (surface temperature gradient ϕ and temperature T s ) can be derived from the treatment of experimental data obtained in specially designed transient combustion regimes.
